
CLUES
Across
 7 Ad found to be in order one day (6,3)
 9 Chest pains? (5)
 11 Once again sail a familiar route (5)
 12 Person with confused ideas, unfortunately declared in 

position of leader (9)
 13 Boatman’s people with an element of style (4,3)
 15 Disaster for marines (7)
 18 Dash a dash (5)
 20,14 Trains on organised diversion to take no part in trans-

port (3,5)
 21 Tree root report (5)
 22 Alternatively, a source of power (7)
 23 Weathermen: these are essential to global ecosystem 

(7)
 25 Fashionable profession, no different from dropping out 

(9)
 27 Dewy root crop and grain (5)
 29 About routine case (5)
 30 Strong acclaim for puzzle, clued hotter (4,5)
 

Instructions
Nine solutions (one group of four and another of five) are 
directly related, except in respect of time. Their clues are 
normal, but their definitions have been swapped around. 
In another nine clues, the definitions are not indicated in 
the clues, but are to be found in the first nine solutions. In a 
further nine solutions the letters of one of the original nine 
are either missing from or wrongly included in their word-
play. With the remaining seven solutions, at nine points 
the difference between the original groups of four and five, 
respectively, is also either missing from or wrongly include 
in their wordplay.
 
Deadline for entries is 23:59 GMT on Saturday 1 July. You 
need to register once and then sign in to theguardian.com to 
enter our online competition for a monthly prize.
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Down
 1 Copy some data? Certainly (4)
 2 Claymore chopped herb with magical powers (4)
 3 Give someone else part, the one played briefly by Roger 

Moore? (6)
 4 Left and centre of alliances are repositioned as centre-

right (4,4)
 5 Perhaps rebel girl returns without Boatman (4)
 6 Two things that Alan Rusbridger was, one of which 

Katharine Viner isn’t (4)
 8 Plot to get on top of the French? (5)
 10 Artist’s workplace is a gallery — that’s in two ways (7)
 13 Measure in the field by taking radius from inside bomb 

damage (5)
 14 See 20 across
 16 He keeps a staff of millions (5)
 17 Plots positions against the party line? Not in this place 

(5)
 19 What category should this be in? Lakes in atlas are sub-

ject to revision (4,3)
 20 It’s cooked on a surface that’s flat or level, they say (8)
 23 Endless supply of money (a pound) (3,3)
 24 Before? Before this might have been The Jam (5)
 25 Sign of the cross seen in Saint Trinian’s (4)
 26 Spoils of leading pairs of criminals robbing Atlantic 

escorts (4)
 27 Furnish row of houses, ignoring their oddities (4)
 28 Chairmen regularly put in a few words here (4)
 


